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The Wi ld  S ide
THE BIRD AND THE FOX

Aztec and Mayan myth tell of a time when the fox had a small 

mouth. Strolling through the forest he heard the most beautiful 

songs cascading down a hill. Following the notes upward, the fox 

soon came upon a bird that for a short time each morning and 

evening would regale the woods and its animals with its harmo-

nious repertoire. The fox complimented the bird on his flute-

like bill and the wonderful music that he produced through it. 

“If only I could make such magnificent sounds just once I would 

be content.” said the fox. After much wheedling the fox begged 

of the bird; “May I try on your bill for a few moments? I promise 

to give it right back to you.” Reluctantly the bird lent the fox his 

bill advising him to sew-up the lips except for a small opening on 

the end for the best results.

Fitting the bird’s bill to his muzzle, the fox was amazed at the 

range of notes that were coming from his mouth. Up and down 

the musical scale he went, over and over again until the bird 

became impatient. The bird asked for his bill back but the fox 

played on testing out every song that he could think of. Well into 

the afternoon, with the bird wanting his bill back more than 

ever, he tersely said to the fox; “I sing for every ones’ enjoyment 

for only part of the day while you annoyingly drown out the 

whole day.” Before the fox could respond to the bird a group of 

skunks, awakened by the constant singing, began dancing on the 

hilltop. At the sight of this the fox burst out in uncontrollable 

laughter. With each laugh the stitching on his lips became pro-

gressively undone, tearing the fox’s mouth until he was grinning 

from ear to ear. Disgusted, and not the least bit amused, the bird 

grabbed his bill and flew away.

That is why according to legend; even today the fox has a big 

mouth.
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